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GOALS OF OURWORK

TV schedule contains various TV shows and
basic information about them.

Potentially attractive content might be
hidden inmicroblogs.

Themain goal of our work is to find a
mapping between a microblog post and a TV
show. If we find the correct mapping, we can
extract additional metadata that will enrich
the TV schedule.
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From the title of TV show we generate named entities, hashtags and prefix
index. PREFIX INDEX is built from the first N letters of TV show's title.

Features extracted in step 2 are searched in
the information base.
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Final similarity for the TV show is calculated as an
average similarity across all candidates.

The result of mapping for a post is a list of TV
shows with corresponding similarities. TV shows
below the threshold are removed from the list.

THRES =0.80

Correct mapping is used to update the
information base (co-learning).

Watch the new season of House
of Cards tonight on JOJ #hoc
#drama http://hoc.joj.com

EXAMPLE OF POST
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CREATE INFORMATION BASE

EXTRACT FEATURES FROM POST22 From each microblog post we extract three features:
named entities, hashtags, external links.

Words startingwith the capital later
present in prefix index.

All words starting with "#".

Candidate linktags
URL is split into parts. Parts present in
prefix index will become candidates.

Results are based on the annotated Facebook's posts published within
25.12.15 - 17.1.16 (TV Markiza, TV JOJ) and 24.3.16 - 13.4.16 (CBS, NBC, The CW).

1) www.facebook.com
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OURMAPPING APPROACH

RESULTS
To evaluate our solution we have annotated 400 posts
frommicroblog (Facebook1) of 5 Slovak and international
TV stations.

We improved precision by using external links:

Using additional features improved precision as well:

Full setup brought promising results:
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